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ABSTRACT The folding of DNA on the nucleosome core particle governs many fundamental issues in eukaryotic molecular
biology. In this study, an updated set of sequence-dependent empirical ‘‘energy’’ functions, derived from the structures of other
protein-bound DNA molecules, is used to investigate the extent to which the architecture of nucleosomal DNA is dictated by its
underlying sequence. The potentials are used to estimate the cost of deforming a collection of sequences known to bind or resist
uptake in nucleosomes along various left-handed superhelical pathways and to deduce the features of sequence contributing to
a particular structural form. The deformation scores reﬂect the choice of template, the deviations of structural parameters at each
step of the nucleosome-bound DNA from their intrinsic values, and the sequence-dependent ‘‘deformability’’ of a given dimer. The
correspondence between the computed scores and binding propensities points to a subtle interplay between DNA sequence and
nucleosomal folding, e.g., sequences with periodically spaced pyrimidine-purine steps deform at low cost along a kinked
template whereas sequences that resist deformation prefer a smoother spatial pathway. Successful prediction of the known
settings of some of the best-resolved nucleosome-positioning sequences, however, requires a template with ‘‘kink-and-slide’’
steps like those found in high-resolution nucleosome structures.INTRODUCTION
One of the most remarkable aspects of DNA packaging is the
positioning of nucleosomes on specific base sequences
without the direct involvement of the bases. Contacts
between the histone proteins and DNA are almost exclu-
sively ionic interactions involving cationic amino acid side
groups on the proteins and the negatively charged sugar-
phosphate backbone of DNA (1–3). The localized build up
of positive charge at the protein-DNA interface creates
patches of neutralization on one side of the double helix
(4), allowing the DNA to collapse toward the site of neutral-
ization and fold around the multiprotein assembly without
specific interactions with the bases (5,6).
The preferential binding of specific ‘‘positioning
sequences’’ to the histone core presumably involves an indi-
rect response in DNA related to the intrinsic structure and
‘‘deformability’’ of the constituent basepair (bp) steps. For
example, naturally curved DNA sequences with tracts of
three to four A$T basepairs, repeated in phase with the
~10 bp helical period, are strong nucleosome-positioning
sequences (7), as are intrinsically deformable sequences
with periodic occurrences of pyrimidine-purine (YR) steps
(8,9). The former sequences may require less structural
distortion than a random, naturally straight piece of DNA
to wrap around the nucleosome surface (10), and the latter
sequences contain dimeric sites known to be easily deformed
by protein interaction (11) and crystal contacts (12).
Many of the DNA sequences found to bias the positioning
of nucleosomes exhibit a common 71-bp palindromic
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0006-3495/09/03/2245/16 $2.00‘‘consensus pattern’’ with short, periodically spaced nucleo-
tide segments showing 50% or greater sequence identity
(13). The latter sites, however, show almost no overlap
with the palindromic sequences that have been successfully
crystallized in the nucleosome core-particle structure
(1,2,14–21). Notably missing from the crystalline DNA is
the strong ~10 bp periodicity of TA dinucleotide steps and
the out-of-phase alternation of A$T and G$C-rich regions
seen in many of the strong nucleosome-binding sequences
selected by solution methods (9,22,23). Instead, there is
a regular recurrence of CA and CAG fragments in the crys-
tallized DNA and the interruption of AT-rich segments by
only a few (1–3) successive G$C basepairs. In addition, there
are no CG dimer steps in the DNA on the surfaces of most
crystallized nucleosomes despite the regular occurrence of
such basepairs in certain well-characterized binding
sequences (9). Other features characteristic of known nucle-
osome-binding sequences, such as the phased repetition of
TATA tetrads (22), are absent in both the aforementioned
solution consensus pattern and the crystallized sequences.
Thus, nucleosome-positioning sequences may fit into
distinct classes that take advantage of different sets of nucle-
otide-deformation properties. By contrast, other nucleotide
signals such as TGGA repeats (24), the (G/C)3NN motif
(where N refers to any of the four common basepairs) (25),
and telomeric repeats (26,27) contain information that seem-
ingly resists nucleosome formation.
Interest in understanding the nucleosome-binding propen-
sities of genomic DNA has prompted the development of
novel approaches on different fronts to analyze and depict
the binding patterns of arbitrary sequences. Some predictive
tools, such as the RECON web server (28) and recent
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2008.11.040
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occupancy in vivo (29), are based on the frequencies of occur-
rence of different dinucleotides in specific positions along
experimentally detected nucleosomal sequences, whereas
other schemes are based on selected aspects of DNA structure
(7) and/or deformability (30). Notable in this regard are the
calculations of nucleosome stability by De Santis et al. based
on a simple, sequence-dependent elastic model of DNA (31–
33). The intrinsic bending of basepair steps in this treatment is
derived from potential-energy calculations and the differen-
tial deformabilities of dimers are related to the relativemelting
temperatures of known sequences. Neither the known
sequence-dependent differences in intrinsic twisting (34,35)
and stretching (36) nor the known coupling of conformational
variables (11) are considered in the model. Predictions of
nucleosome stability, tested on a broad range of DNA
sequences, nevertheless, account remarkably well for experi-
mental observations (31,32).
The distortions of DNA revealed in the set of solved, high-
resolution nucleosome crystal structures (over 30 examples
to date in the Nucleic Acid Database (37)) are much more
complex than the structural models considered in most
studies of nucleosome positioning. Underlying the character-
istic left-handed superhelical wrapping of the double helix
around the histone assembly is an alternating pattern of
directional bending that concomitantly narrows or opens
the minor and major grooves of the structure (3,38–40).
The bending is accompanied by sequence-dependent varia-
tion in both the twisting and the displacement (shearing)
of adjacent basepairs as well as in the relative positioning
of phosphate groups with respect to the basepairs
(3,19,38–40). Significantly, many of the structural changes
in nucleosomal DNA conform to conformational patterns
found in other protein-DNA complexes (e.g., preferential
minor-groove narrowing of A-tracts and major-groove nar-
rowing of GC-rich stretches, localization of sharp bends at
CA$TG dimer steps) despite the diverse modes of intermo-
lecular association. Knowledge-based elastic functions,
which incorporate the sequence-dependent information in
other protein-DNA structures (11), provide useful insights
into the conformational mechanics of nucleosome posi-
tioning (40). The occurrence of a given sequence in a partic-
ular three-dimensional spatial arrangement is scored in terms
of the deviation of each basepair step from its preferred equi-
librium structure, taking into account not only the precise
structural distortions but also the known sequence-dependent
anisotropy of deformation and the observed correlations of
conformational variables. As we have reported recently
(40), this approach accounts remarkably well for the rota-
tional settings of some of the best-characterized nucleo-
some-positioning sequences.
As a next step in investigating the mechanics of nucleo-
some positioning, we examine some of the factors that
underlie our estimates of the capability of an arbitrary
DNA sequence to bind to the histone octamer. We updateBiophysical Journal 96(6) 2245–2260the data set of protein-DNA structures used to construct
our knowledge-based potentials and consider different sets
of potential functions corresponding to different categories
of duplex deformation, e.g., functions based on configura-
tional states characteristic of room-temperature fluctuations
of the B-DNA double helix versus functions that include
dimers deformed to alternate double-helical arrangements.
We examine the effects of various structural templates on
the binding/deformation scores, including i), the 147-bp
double-helical fold observed in the best-resolved nucleo-
some core-particle structure (2); ii), an ideal, smoothly
deformed DNA superhelix; and iii), the subtly different crys-
talline scaffolds found in the presence of different DNA
sequences. By contrast, our recent analyses of nucleosome
positioning use the set of elastic potentials derived more
than a decade ago (11) from a substantially smaller data
set and assume that the core of histone proteins imposes
exactly the same conformational constraints on DNA regard-
less of basepair sequence. The present study also considers
the effect of template length on the DNA deformation scores,
focusing primarily on the central 60 basepair steps (61 bp) in
contact with the (H3$H4)2 tetramer and believed to be crit-
ical to nucleosome positioning (13,41). Our published
predictions of nucleosome positioning in well-characterized
sequences reflect the deformation ‘‘energies’’ of DNA over
all 146 basepair steps in the best-resolved crystal structure.
Here we study the DNA deformation properties of sequences
from the mouse genome, some of which enhance (9) and
others that resist (24) nucleosome formation, and synthetic
constructs (22), which bind the histone core even more
tightly than naturally occurring positioning sequences.
Because the precise positioning of these sequences is not
yet known, we also test the capability of the potentials and
templates to mimic the known settings of representative
experimentally well-characterized positioning sequences on
the nucleosome.
METHODS
DNA deformability
The deformability of DNA is based on the range of conformational states
observed in a nonredundant set of 135 protein-DNA crystal complexes
taken from the Nucleic Acid Database (37) at a resolution cut-off of
2.5 A˚ or better. The data set (see Table S1 in Supporting Material) excludes
duplicate structures, which have been solved independently under slightly
different crystallographic conditions, or solved with modifications of a few
basepairs or with a mutant protein in place of the wild-type protein. Struc-
tures of complexes obtained from different cell types or species (e.g.,
human versus archaea TATA-box binding protein) or solved in different
space groups (e.g., independent complexes of DNA with the Trp repressor
protein) are included in the data set. The structure of the best-resolved (1.94
A˚) nucleosome core particle (2), however, is not included in the set of
reference structures because our aim is the prediction of nucleosome
binding using the intrinsic, sequence-dependent conformational properties
of DNA found in a wide collection of protein-bound double-helical struc-
tures other than the nucleosome. Both the number of protein-DNA
complexes and the types of structures representing different kinds of
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improved compared to the set of protein-DNA structures used in earlier
knowledge-based estimates (11) of DNA sequence-dependent deformabil-
ity. The composite data also provide useful benchmarks for molecular
simulations of DNA sequence-dependent structure (42) and deformability
(43). Particularly notable in this regard is the generally excellent agreement
found in recent molecular-dynamics simulations of the 136 unique DNA
tetramers (44) with structural properties of protein-bound DNA sequences
found by our group and published only now. Interestingly, the predicted
deformability of B DNA exceeds that extracted from protein-free structures
(11,45), the disagreement presumably reflecting of restrictions on basepair
motions imposed by the three lattices in which high resolution structures
have been determined.
The conformation of DNA is described in terms of the relative positions
and orientations of neighboring basepairs. The preferred arrangements and
likely fluctuations of the basepair steps are derived from the average proper-
ties of 2862 dimeric units extracted from the aforementioned high-resolution
crystal complexes using the 3DNA software package (46,47). Terminal
dimer units, which may adopt alternate conformations or be affected by
crystal packing, and steps with single-stranded nicks and mismatches are
not considered. ‘‘Melted’’ residues, where the displacements of complemen-
tary basepairs deviate significantly from average values, and chemically
modified nucleotides are also omitted.
Six rigid-body parameters are used to specify the relative position of each
successive pair. The parameters include the two components of bending
(q1,q2) called Tilt and Roll, the Twist (q3), the two components of shearing
(q4,q5) called Shift and Slide, and the out-of-plane displacement Rise (q6)
(48) (see images of representative parameters in Fig. 2). To separate intrinsic
deformations from severe protein-induced conformational distortions and to
obtain quasi-Gaussian distributions of basepair step parameters, outlying
states with extreme bending, twisting, and/or stretching are excluded in
a stepwise fashion until there are no parameters that deviate from their
average values by more than three standard deviations (3s) before culling.
Knowledge-based scoring functions are derived, as described elsewhere
(11), from the statistical properties of the protein-DNA complexes. The
‘‘energy’’ E of a basepair step is expressed as a sum of elastic contributions
over the six basepair step parameters:
E ¼ E0 þ 1
2
X6
i¼ 1
X6
j¼ 1
fijDqiDqj: (1)
Here E0 is the minimum energy of the step and the fij are elastic constants
impeding dimeric deformations of the DNA. The Dqi ¼ qi  hqii define
the deviation of the ith step parameter qi (i.e., Tilt, Roll, Twist, Shift, Slide,
or Rise) from the equilibrium (average) value hqii of the given dimer. The fij
are extracted from the pairwise covariance of relevant variables for the dimer
in the reference data set. The dimeric energy E is thus a (unitless) statistical
score measuring the cost of deforming a particular DNA basepair step rela-
tive to the observed dispersion of step parameters of the same type of dimer
in many structural contexts. The total energy U of a given sequence is a sum
of the values of E over all basepair steps N in a given DNA chain (i.e.,
U ¼ P
N
n¼1
En).
Elastic parameters for a generic dimer step are based on equal weighting
of the mean values of the step parameters of the 16 common dimers, i.e., AA
and TT, AG and CT, etc., have identical averages except for different signs
of Tilt and Shift (48). The number of generic dimer entries thus exceeds the
sum of examples of the 10 unique dimers. The covariance Dqij of the generic
step parameters is computed from the weighted mean-square and mean
values of all 16 step parameters, i.e., Dqij ¼ (hqiqji  hqiihqji)1/2, where
the averages are based on equal weighting of the average parameters for
all step types.
The range of conformational states adopted by a given basepair type is
further characterized by the volume of conformation space V within a given
energy contour, here set to E¼ 1/2. The covariance of observed step param-eters is expressed in matrix form, (i.e., a 6  6 grid with Dqij entries corre-
sponding to all pairwise combinations of the six step parameters), and V is
obtained from the product of the eigenvalues of the array.
Conformational classiﬁcation
We use analysis routines in the 3DNA software package (46,47) to identify
dimer steps of different conformational types in the protein-DNA data set.
The binding of certain proteins to DNA is known, for example, to induce
a B / A transformation of the double helix at individual basepair steps
(49). Moreover, the DNA dimer steps in such complexes may fall into
different conformational categories, i.e., some steps may be A-like and
others B-like (49). The very different rigid-body parameters of the DNA
dimer steps in different helical forms suggest that different input data sets
may have varying effectiveness in predicting the positioning of DNA on
nucleosomes. The structural composition of the reference protein-DNA
dimers is thus taken into consideration.
We use the value of zp, the mean (out-of-plane) z-coordinates of the back-
bone phosphorus atoms with respect to the dimeric coordinate frame (50), to
distinguish A-like from B-like basepair steps. The classification scheme is
based on criteria previously established (49): B DNA (zp % 0.5 A˚); and
A DNA (zp R 1.5 A˚). Dimer steps with intermediate zp values are defined
as AB conformational intermediates along the B/A transition pathway(s).
The TA form of the double helix, seen in the DNA bound to the TATA-
box binding protein (TBP) (51), is distinguished from B-DNA dimers
by zp(h), the projection, on the local helical axis, of the vector that links
the phosphorus atoms on the two strands of a given basepair step (46).
The dimer steps are classified here according to established guidelines
(46): B DNA (zp(h) < 4.0 A˚); and TA DNA (zp(h) > 4.0 A˚).
A series of knowledge-based scoring functions, representative of different
categories of DNA structural deformation, is obtained from the average
values and covariance of step parameters in the various subsets of data
and subsequently applied in the threading of different sequences on a nucle-
osome scaffold.
Nucleosomal sequences
The knowledge-based models of DNA deformability are tested against
collections of sequences known to bind to or to resist uptake in nucleosomes.
The cost of DNA deformation is evaluated for all possible positionings of
each sequence on the nucleosomal template (see below). The group of
binding sequences includes: i), 88 DNA segments (109–151 bp in length)
from the mouse genome found in competitive reconstitution experiments
to form the most stable nucleosomes (9); and ii), 41 sequences (220–
234 bp in length) physically selected from a large pool of random, chemi-
cally synthesized DNA molecules (22). The set of nucleosome-resistant
sequences includes 40 sequences (77–126 bp in length) from a large pool
of DNA fragments from the mouse genome that are not incorporated in
nucleosomes (24). The complete list of binding and nonbinding sequences
is given in Table S2.
The positioning of the nucleosome on DNA is known in two of the
sequences considered: i), the so-called TG-pentamer, a synthetic, 20-bp
(TCGGTGTTAGAGCCTGTAAC) repeating sequence designed to have
a very high affinity for histone octamers (8); and ii), the well-characterized,
164-bp pGUB nucleosome-positioning sequence (52,53).
Superhelical models
A smooth superhelical template is constructed from basepair step parameters
using standard mathematical expressions (54). The DNA bends via smooth
sinusoidal variation in Tilt and Roll (q1,q2) and deforms out of the plane
through the uniform decrease of Twist (q3) (55). By fixing the net dinucle-
otide bending angle G ¼ ðq21 þ q22Þ1=2 at 4.46, equating the per residue
Twist to 35.575, and ignoring the shearing of basepairs, i.e., (q4,q5,q6) ¼
0, 0, 3.4 A˚), we obtain a smooth, left-handed superhelical template of
43.3 A˚ radius and 32.2 A˚ pitch with 60 basepair steps spanning 0.75
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Miyazawa (56), from the distances and angles between corresponding points
along the ‘‘chain backbone’’. In other words, the superhelical template build
with 3DNA (46,47) from the selected set of step parameters is converted by
a linear transformation from the coordinate frame embedded in the structure
into the global frame of the molecule as a whole. This direct approach avoids
the approximate dependence of overall superhelical structure on local
conformational parameters incorporated in some models (57). As noted
previously (46), the basepair pathway of nucleosomal DNA can be recon-
structed exactly from the derived step parameters, e.g., 0.05 A˚ root mean-
square deviations between the reconstructed form with planar bases versus
the high-resolution structure with distorted bases. The superhelical axis of
the smoothly deformed structure is then superimposed on the DNA pathway
of the best-resolved nucleosome structure (2) and rotated such that the origin
of the central basepair overlaps that of the basepair on the crystallographic
dyad. The x-ray model is oriented in the principal-axis frame defined by
the central 81 basepaired nucleotides such that the smallest variance of
base and backbone coordinates lies in the direction of the superhelical
axis. The latter axis coincides closely with the line, which minimizes the
sum
Pðdn  hdiÞ2, where hdi is the average of dn, the distance from the
n-th basepair center to the line, for n ¼ 1 to 147 (40).
Threading
The deformation energy of a given DNA sequence in a specific setting on the
nucleosome, i.e., the cost of threading DNA on a rigid scaffold, is computed
as the sum of dimer deformation energies, using the mean sequence-depen-
dent step parameters (obtained from the above analysis of non-nucleosomal
protein-DNA structures) as the rest state hqii, of a given dimer, the step
parameters of DNA on the nucleosome as the deformed state qi, and the
dispersion of data in the non-nucleosomal protein-bound duplexes as the
source of sequence-dependent force constants fij in Eq. 1. This structure-
based approach differs from studies of nucleosome positioning, which are
carried out at a literal level, e.g., extraction of nucleotide patterns in aligned
sequences (22,23,29), or based on a single structural feature of DNA, e.g.,
sequence-dependent bending (31) or deformability (58). We use both six-
and three-parameter scoring functions, based respectively on the observed
distributions of all six basepair step parameters or the three primary rigid-
body variables (Roll, Twist, Slide). As noted above, the smooth model
adopts only the latter states.
The ability of each step in the DNA to conform to the structure of the
nucleosome is scored for all possible settings of the selected sequence
on the nucleosome. In view of the variable range of chain lengths in the
aforementioned library of DNA sequences, we take the central 61 basepairs
(i.e., 60 bp steps) of the nucleosome as the structural template in most
cases and consider longer structural templates in selected cases. Possible
gaps in the bound DNA (i.e., small bubbles of unbound duplex that may
loop away from the surface of the nucleosome (59)) are ignored. A contin-
uous stretch of sequence is overlaid on a continuous stretch of structure,
and consecutive alignments are obtained by moving by a window of one
basepair step along the sequence. Thus, each alignment corresponds to
overlaying a dinucleotide in the DNA sequence over a reference point qi
(i ¼ 1.6) at basepair step n on the nucleosome core-particle structure,
with the next dimer in the sequence fitted to the subsequent point at dinu-
cleotide step n þ 1 on the structure. The positioning score U is defined as
the sum of the dimer energies of all basepair steps constrained to the nucle-
osomal template. The scores are based, in most cases, on the 61-bp
template running between basepairs 30 to þ30 (superhelical positions
3 to þ3) of the best-resolved nucleosome core-particle structure (2). Indi-
vidual sequences are assigned an average positioning score hUi, computed
over all possible nucleosomal alignments and an optimal and worst score,
U0 and U
y, corresponding to the most and least favorable settings of the
sequence on the structural template. The minimum energy E0 at each dimer
step is set to zero throughout, and a series of scoring functions is consid-
ered. DNA template parameters are extracted from various crystal struc-
tures using 3DNA (46,47) or taken from the idealized model describedBiophysical Journal 96(6) 2245–2260above. These two structural extremes are thought to bound the types of
pathways that DNA might assume as nucleotide or histone sequence is
altered.
The DNAThreader system implements the nucleosome-threading algo-
rithm. The system consists of a program written in C, which carries out
the threading calculations, and supporting scripts in a Linux environment.
The program supports both six- and three-parameter scoring functions and
can, if desired, ignore specific dimer steps based on parametric criteria.
The program is available on request
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Knowledge-based force ﬁelds
Conformational families
The scatter plot and representative structural examples (60–
63) in Fig. 1 show the wide variety of conformational states
in the protein-bound DNA structures used to generate
sequence-dependent dimeric elastic functions. As shown
elsewhere (49), the coordinates of backbone phosphorus
atoms with respect to the coordinate frame of neighboring
basepairs, zp(h) and zp, divide the arrangements of basepair
steps into distinct conformational families. The value of zp
measures the out-of-plane displacement of the phosphorus
atoms with respect to the local dimeric coordinate frame
and that of zp(h) the displacement of the cross-strand P$$$P
vector along the helical axis of the basepair step (46). The
sample includes 60 dimer steps (20 RR, 25 RY, 15 YR,
where R designates purine and Y pyrimidine) with A-like
(zp > 1.5 A˚) characteristics, 254 dimer steps (98 RR,
71 RY, 85 YR) in the AB transition region (0.5 A˚ % zp %
1.5 A˚) and 1524 steps (540 RR, 511 RY, 473 YR) with
B-like character (zp% 0.5 A˚).
So-called TA-DNA dimers (51), resembling the highly
bent and untwisted basepair steps found in the DNA com-
plexed to TBP, are automatically culled in the selection of
intrinsic step parameters. The Roll, Twist, and Slide of
such steps typically fall outside the 3s limit used to obtain
quasi-Gaussian distributions of parameters (see Methods).
These highly distorted basepair steps have, nevertheless,
been combined with subsets of the protein-DNA dimers
for the purpose of generating knowledge-based DNA poten-
tials with enhanced deformability.
Dimeric properties
General features of the knowledge-based potentials are
reported in Table 1. The rest states of the basepair step
parameters—Tilt, Roll, Twist, Shift, Slide, Rise, i.e., hqii,
(i ¼ 1.6)—and the deformability V of a generic dimer
step are compared with the values reported a decade ago
(11) (see Fig. 2 for images of key parameters and Table S3
for a comparison of the rest states and deformabilties of indi-
vidual dimer steps). The data are labeled in terms of the
conformations of dimers that make up the different data
sets: i), A þ B þ AB, the quasi-Gaussian distributions of
parameters obtained in the culling of original data (2862
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atoms, zp(h) versus zp, used to divide the arrangements of basepair steps
in high-resolution protein-DNA complexes into conformational families:
B DNA (zp < 0.5 A˚, zp(h) < 4.0 A˚); AB DNA (0.5 % zp < 1.5 A˚,
zp(h) < 4.0); TA DNA (zp % 1.5 A˚, zp(h) > 4.0 A˚); A DNA (zp R
1.5 A˚). Whereas zp gives the out-of-plane displacement of the phosphorus
atoms with respect to the local dimeric coordinate frame, zp(h) measures
the displacement of the cross-strand P$$$P vector along the helical axis of
the basepair step (46); see images in (b). Occurrences of individual dimers
are color-coded by sequence type: purine-purine RR, open cyan circles;
purine-pyrimidine RY, solid blue squares; pyrimidine-purine YR, solid
red circles. Highly deformed basepair steps from complexes with TATA-
box binding proteins, which are omitted by the culling of step parameters
but included in some calculations, are denoted by open magenta circles.
(b) Illustrative examples of the relative positions of phosphorus atoms (black
balls) in different DNA conformational states, i.e., zp value with respect to
the middle dimeric frame and zp(h) value with respect to the middle helical
plane of basepair steps: B-DNA state of CG$CG from the Cre recombinase-
DNA structure (NDB_ID pd0003) (61); AB-DNA state of AC$GT from the
ternary complex of DNA with the large fragment of Thermus aquaticus
DNA polymerase I (NDB_ID pd0032) (62); A-DNA state of AC$GT
from the complex of DNA with the D34G mutant of PvuII endonuclease
(NDB_ID pd0006) (60); TA-DNA state of CA$TG from the ternary
complex of DNA bound to the homeodomain repressor protein MATa2
and the MADS-box transcription factor MCM1 (NDB_ID pdr036) (63).
Left: middle frames (dotted lines) of dimer steps determined by the coordi-
nate axes on consecutive basepairs. Right: planes (dashed lines) normal tosteps for all 16 dimers); ii), B þ AB, the preceding culled
data minus 92 A-like dimer steps; iii), B, 2374 steps with
phosphate-group positioning typical of B DNA, iv); B þ
AB þ TA, the aforementioned mixture of AB conforma-
tional intermediates and B-like dimers with 22 added steps
of TA-like DNA; and v), B þ TA, a composite of B-like
and TA-DNA dimer steps. (The smaller number of points
plotted in Fig. 1 compared to these numbers reflects the
double counting of complementary steps (e.g., AA and
TT) required for the determination of generic parameters.)
As evident from Table 1, the rest states of the new poten-
tials are slightly altered, with more A-like character,
compared to the mean step parameters deduced originally
with substantially less and poorer resolution data (1860
examples vs. 2862 steps currently from the nonredundant
set of better resolved structures described above), i.e.,
average Roll hq2i is now 0.2–-0.4 more positive, average
Twist hq3i 0.2–0.6 lower, average Slide hq5i as much as
0.12 A˚ more negative, and average Rise hq6i 0.02–0.05 A˚
smaller. The differences in rest states, however, are not as
striking as the changes in flexibility/entropy measured
by V. Both the standard deviation of individual step param-
eters and the dimeric entropies are smaller than the values
estimated from the data available in 1998 and collected, of
necessity, without regard to resolution or structural duplica-
tion. The ranking of dimeric deformabilities also differs from
that reported originally, e.g., CG, formerly the most deform-
able pyrimidine-purine step, now seems to be stiffer than TA
and CA$TG dimers and AA$TT dimers are now the stiffest
of all basepair steps (see Table S3). Three-parameter deform-
ability profiles, in which the variation of secondary (Tilt,
Shift, Rise) conformational variables is ignored, follow the
same trends as the six-parameter data shown here, i.e., the
B-DNA data set is most restricted in terms of V and the
data sets containing the originally culled data or added TA
steps in place of A-like steps (A þ B þ AB and B þ
AB þ TA, respectively) are the most deformable.
Nucleosomal template
The conformational features of the nucleosomal template
adopted for DNA threading follow trends seen in other
well-resolved protein-DNA structures (Fig. 2). The three
primary basepair step parameters (Roll, Twist, Slide) of
nucleosomal DNA, here plotted as a function of superhelical
position, i.e., the number of complete turns of double helix
away from the pseudo-symmetrically positioned central
basepair (1), span ranges comparable to those found in the
complexes used to generate knowledge-based potentials
(histograms on the right edge of the figure). The distribution
of Slide, however, tends to be more positive in the nucleo-
some than in other protein-DNA complexes, not only at
the local helical axes of the same basepair steps. Arrows denote positive
directions of the z-axes in the two frames.Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2245–2260
2250 Balasubramanian et al.TABLE 1 Rest states and local conformational deformabilities of generic DNA basepair steps in knowledge-based functions based
on different types of observed protein-bound DNA conformations
Olson et al. (11) A þ B þ AB B þ AB B B þ AB þ TA B þ TA
N 1840 2862 2770 2374 2798 2402
Tilt hq1i 0.0(3.6) 0.0(3.1) 0.0(3.1) 0.0(3.1) 0.0(3.1) 0.0(3.1)
Roll hq2i 2.7(5.2) 2.9(4.9) 2.9(4.9) 3.0(4.7) 3.0(5.0) 3.1(4.8)
Twist hq3i 34.2(5.5) 33.8(4.9) 34.0(4.9) 33.8(4.8) 33.8(5.0) 33.6(4.9)
Shift hq4i 0.00(0.64) 0.00(0.61) 0.00(0.61) 0.00(0.62) 0.00(0.61) 0.00(0.62)
Slide hq5i 0.09(0.69) 0.21(0.67) 0.17(0.64) 0.07(0.63) 0.16(0.65) 0.07(0.64)
Rise hq6i 3.36(0.25) 3.34(0.23) 3.33(0.22) 3.31(0.21) 3.33(0.22) 3.31(0.21)
V (A˚)3 9.2 5.2 4.8 4.2 5.1 4.5
Average parameters and standard deviations (subscripted values in parentheses) for a generic DNA dimer derived from basepair steps of specified conforma-
tional type in high-resolution structures of protein-DNA complexes (Fig. 1). Generic dimers based, as in Olson et al. (11), on equal weighting of average param-
eters of the 16 common dimers. Dimer types include canonical A and B helical forms, intermediate AB states, and extreme TA arrangements, classified in terms
of the relative positioning of the bases and phosphates (46). Number of basepair steps of a given type denoted by N. Deformabilities V correspond to volumes of
conformation space within a common energy contour, given for each data set by the product of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of average and mean-
square step parameters. Tilt, Roll, Twist expressed in degrees and Shift, Slide, Rise in a˚ngstrom units. See text for further details.the highly skewed steps at either end of the nucleosome but
also over the central 60 steps (61 bp) in contact with the
(H3$H4)2 tetramer (highlighted by heavy lines). As noted
elsewhere (11,40) and evident from the set of scatter plots
in Fig. S1, almost all known examples of extreme positive
Slide (>1 A˚) in other protein-DNA structures entail CA$TG
and TA dimer steps.
The extremes of Roll, Twist, and Slide seen in nucleo-
somal DNA are reminiscent of the values of the step param-
FIGURE 2 Variation of the three primary basepair step parameters (Roll,
Twist, Slide), computed with 3DNA (46,47), as a function of superhelical
position of DNA on the 147-bp nucleosome core-particle structure
(NDB_ID pd0287) (2). The step parameters of the 60 dimer steps (61 bp)
bound to the (H3$H4)2 tetramer are highlighted by heavy lines at the center
of the plotted data. Superhelical positions correspond to the number of
double-helical turns a dimeric step is displaced from the structural dyad
on the central basepair (denoted by 0). Histograms on the right edge of
the figure are derived from the distribution of step parameters in 135 other
well-resolved protein-DNA complexes (see Methods and Supporting
Material) and scaled with respect to a value of unity for the most populated
parametric ranges. The fixed angular scales emphasize the preferential defor-
mation of nucleosomal DNA via bending rather than twisting, compared to
the similar ranges of Roll and Twist in other protein-DNA complexes. Block
images of step parameters obtained with 3DNA (46,47) and illustrated with
RasMol (87).Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2245–2260eters found in the A and C helical forms of DNA (38,46).
Whereas A-DNA is untwisted (~11 bp per helical turn or
32.7 helical twist) with basepairs globally inclined (via
positive Roll) and displaced (via negative Slide) with respect
to the helical axis (64), C DNA is overtwisted (~9 bp per turn
or ~40 helical twist) with basepairs inclined and displaced
in the opposite sense (via negative Roll and positive Slide)
(65,66). Basepair steps with C-like characteristics in nucleo-
somal DNA occur at positions (half-integral values of super-
helical position in Fig. 2) where the minor-groove edges of
basepairs face the histone proteins, and dimers with partial
A-like characteristics at the steps (integral values of superhe-
lical position) where the major-groove edges are directed
toward the protein core (38).
Dimeric deformations
The cost of threading each of the 16 common basepair steps
on the DNA dimers wrapped on the surface of the nucleo-
some core particle is reported in Fig. 3. The scores are based
on the structure of DNA in the currently best-resolved nucle-
osome structure (NDB_ID pd0287) (2), and the potentials
are derived from the conformational variables of basepair
steps in other high-resolution protein-DNA complexes,
here the A þ B þ AB data set in Table 1. That is, the nucle-
osome structure serves as the template of step parameters qi
at the selected basepair steps and the protein-bound dimers in
other protein-DNA structures define the sequence-dependent
rest states hqii and force constants fij used in the evaluation of
the deformation energy (Eq. 1). Sites on the nucleosome
lattice are labeled, as above, in terms of superhelical position.
The energy score is color-coded such that the color varies
from blue to white to red as the computed score increases
in value. Data are presented for the central 60 basepair steps
(superhelical positions 0  3) using both six- and three-
parameter scoring functions (Fig. 3, a and b).
As is clear from these images, the cost of DNAdeformation
is lowest for pyrimidine-purine steps regardless of nucleotide
composition and location on the template. The highest (red)
Structure-Based Nucleosome Positioning 2251FIGURE 3 Color-coded image of the
cost of threading each of the 16 basepair
steps on the positions adopted by the
central 61 basepairs (60 bp steps) of
the DNA on the 147-bp nucleosome
core-particle structure (NDB_ID
pd0287) (2). Scores are based on dimer
steps from all conformational cate-
gories, i.e., the A þ B þ AB data set
in Table 1. Sites on the nucleosome
lattice are labeled in terms of superhe-
lical position. Dimeric energies E are
color-coded such that the color varies
from blue to white and red as the
computed scores increase from low to
high values. Data are reported for (a)
six- and (b) three-parameter scoring
functions. See legend to Fig. 2 and text.deformational barriers occur at C-like basepair steps where
Roll and Slide exhibit the large, concerted conformational
changes known to accompany the narrowing of the minor-
groove and recently shown to control the curvature and pitch
of nucleosomal DNA (40). The cost of these deformations is
especially large for certain purine-pyrimidine and purine-
purine steps in which adenine occurs at the 50-end of the
sequence strand (i.e., AT, AC, AA, and AG dimers). The
scores are generally lower for dimers with guanine in the cor-
responding position (i.e., GC,GA, andGG steps). Some of the
latter sequences aremore easily deformed, albeit slightly, than
the pyrimidine-purine dimers at a few nucleosomal sites (e.g.,
GC at superhelical position 1.4 in Fig. 3 a). The DNA defor-
mation scores of pyrimidine-purine steps are always among
the very lowest (42 of 60 basepair steps on the assumed nucle-
osomal template) and those of purine-pyrimidines among the
very highest (46 of 60 steps). As noted elsewhere (40), the cost
of nucleosomal DNA distortions is also substantially lower
for pyrimidine-purines at the six highly skewed steps at either
end of the core-particle structure (superhelical positions5.7,
4.7, 3.5).
The slightly different scores of complementary sequences
(e.g., rows labeled AA versus TT; Fig. 3 a) reflect the
opposing signs of Tilt and Shift assigned to the bases of
complementary strands (50) and the effects of these defini-
tions on the rest states and force constants of the potentials.
The deviations of Tilt or Shift from the rest state and the
resultant energy contributions thus differ for the two settingsof a dimer at a specific nucleosomal step, i.e., whether AA or
TT occurs in the sequence strand. The differences between
complementary sequences, however, disappear when the
functions are based on the three primary, strand-independent
parameters (Fig. 3 b). The sequence-dependent distinctions
in the ease of DNA folding are particularly sharp in the latter
set of images. The relatively minor contributions of Tilt,
Shift, and Rise to the DNA deformation scores are clear
from the similar spread of colors (i.e., similar range of
scores) in the two images. The distortions in Tilt and/or Shift
at a few dimer steps, however, contribute to some conforma-
tional barriers, e.g., Tilt (q1z 10) and Shift (q4¼1.25 A˚)
at superhelical position 2.5 give rise to the higher score (red
versus blue bars) in the six- versus three-parameter surfaces
of purine-purine steps.
These deformational patterns persist with different knowl-
edge-based functions. As shown in Table 2, not only is the
mean cost hEi of deforming a generic dimer over the central
60 basepair steps of the nucleosome core particle relatively
insensitive to the choice of scoring function, but also the
scores E0 and E
y and the respective superhelical locations
SH0 and SH
y of the least and most costly deformations. As
expected from the lower conformational entropies V of the
input data sets (Table 1), the average cost of deforming
a generic basepair step is higher with the elastic functions
based on the new set of well-resolved protein-DNA struc-
tures than with the potentials developed in 1998. The scores
are slightly increased when selected subsets of structural dataBiophysical Journal 96(6) 2245–2260
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est-scoring site found with these functions is displaced
from that found with the older elastic potential. (See Table S4
for the corresponding scores and preferred/disfavored thread-
ing sites for each of the 16 dimer steps).
Threading scores
The total threading scores U in Fig. 4 correlate with selected
properties of known nucleosome-binding sequences. For
example, the scores of high-affinity nucleosome-binding
fragments (Fig. 4, right end) are lower on average than those
of known binding sequences from the mouse genome (Fig. 4,
left half), whether the mean value hUi for all possible settings
of a given sequence on the structural template (filled-in
points connected by solid lines; Fig. 4) or the optimum score
U0 for the best setting of each sequence (values listed in
Table S5) is considered. (Because the knowledge-based
functions are not true potential energies with values scaled
to kT, we report the mean values and standard deviations
(shaded corridors around the plotted data) for each sequence
rather than a Boltzmann-weighted averages.) The scores of
sequences known to be refractory to nucleosome formation
(points labeled anti-selection), however, are lower than those
of most of the naturally occurring binding sequences.
Furthermore, although the scoring function distinguishes
the 14 anti-selection sequences with TGGA fragments
from the 26 poor binding (Bad) sequences with no obvious
literal features (24), it assigns a lower score to the TGGA
sequences, despite their lesser affinity for the histone-oc-
tamer core. Small discrepancies of the same sort, reported
on a different energy scale, occur in the nucleosome forma-
tion energies predicted by Anselmi et al. (32) and Scipioni
et al. (33). On the other hand, the difference U0  hUi tends
to be lower for binding sequences than for nonbinding
sequences (93  16 vs. 76  16 on average) and even
more negative for the strongly associated high-affinity frag-
ments (102 18), suggesting that the preferences for asso-
TABLE 2 Comparative cost of nucleosomal deformation
of generic DNA basepair steps with knowledge-based functions
based on different subsets of observed protein-bound DNA
conformations
Score
Olson
et al. (11) AþBþAB BþAB B BþABþTA BþTA
hEi 7.8 9.1 9.3 9.2 9.2 9.1
E0 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9
E 24.3 25.2 26.3 27.6 26.5 27.7
SH0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
SHy 2.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Knowledge-based scores (average cost hEi over the central 60 basepair steps
of the best-resolved nucleosome core particle structure (2) and the least and
most costly values, E0 and E) derived from the basepair step parameters of
DNA dimers of different conformational types in high-resolution protein-
DNA structures. Locations SH0 and SH
y of the least and most costly steps
are expressed in terms of superhelical position, i.e., number of helical turns
with respect to the structural dyad. See text and legend to Table 1.Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2245–2260ciation may reflect particularly favorable settings of the
sequences on the nucleosome and/or the absolute deforma-
tion score. The values of Uy  hUi characterizing the least
likely settings of the high-affinity fragments (113  21)
also exceed those of the nucleosome-binding and nonbinding
sequences (104  20 and 81  34) (see Table S5).
As anticipated from the relative cost of dimeric deforma-
tions on the nucleosome template (Fig. 3), the scoring func-
tion assigns higher values to nucleosome-binding sequences
that contain A-tracts and lower values to sequences with
regularly phased pyrimidine-purine steps. One of the three
sets of A-tracts, however, resembles the anti-selection
sequences in terms of the small magnitude of U0  hUi.
The stiff AT dimers in the repeating TATA tetrads contribute
to the high threading scores of these four (YR) fragments,
which, nevertheless, form the most stable nucleosomes
among the mouse sequences (9).
Smooth nucleosomal template
The discrepancies between the DNA threading scores in
Fig. 4 and the nucleosome-binding properties of a number
of well-characterized sequences (9,24) suggest possible limi-
tations in the knowledge-based potentials and/or errors in the
assumption that the core of histone proteins imposes exactly
the same conformational constraints on DNA regardless of
basepair sequence. As noted above, although there are
numerous examples in other high-resolution protein-bound
structures of the extreme distortions of DNA seen in the
nucleosome core-particle structure (i.e., sharp bending into
the minor groove in concert with the shearing and overtwist-
ing of basepairs), the only basepair steps found to exhibit
such deformations are CA$TG and TA (11,40). The
FIGURE 4 Cost of threading 88 known binding sequences from the
mouse genome (9), 40 sequences refractory to nucleosome formation
(anti-selection) (24), and 41 high-affinity nucleosome-binding fragments
(22) on the central 60 basepair steps of the DNA in the 147-bp nucleosome
core-particle structure (NDB_ID pd0287) (2). Sequences are arranged in the
order reported in Table S2 and grouped according to literature descriptors
(9,22,24). Thin vertical lines highlight sequences of similar types. Total
threading scores—mean values hUi (points connected by dashed lines)
and standard deviations sU (values equal to half the width of the gray corri-
dors containing the points) for all possible settings of each sequence on the
structural template—based on six-parameter elastic functions for dimer steps
from all conformational categories, i.e., the Aþ Bþ AB data set in Table 1.
See Table S5 for the scores of individual fragments.
Structure-Based Nucleosome Positioning 2253perturbations of the double helix observed in high-resolution
structures of DNA containing A-tracts are much less
pronounced than those at the aforementioned (pyrimidine-
purine) steps, i.e., the largest distortions in both Roll and
Slide are about an order of magnitude smaller in AA$TT
steps (38). Furthermore, there is reason to expect that other
nucleosome-binding DNA sequences might assume
a different structure from the palindromic fragment (67)
engineered from the a-satellite DNA in the human X-chro-
mosome (68) that is incorporated in most currently solved
nucleosome core-particle structures (1,2,14–19). For
example, the substitution of highly kinked pyrimidine-purine
FIGURE 5 (a) Basepair centers of an ideal, smoothly deformed, left-
handed superhelical scaffold of 43.3 A˚ radius and 32.2 A˚ pitch (lightly
shaded tube) superimposed on the central 80 bp of the DNA in the currently
best-resolved nucleosome core-particle structure (gray block/ribbon repre-
sentation of the observed pathway of bases/phosphates) (2). The idealized
DNA bends smoothly via sinusoidal-like variation in Tilt and Roll and
deforms out of the plane through the uniform decrease of Twist, differing
from the periodic changes in Roll and Slide that contribute to the curvature
and pitch of nucleosomal DNA (40). (b) Root mean-square deviation of the
base and backbone atoms at each of the central 80 basepair steps of the
smooth superhelical model compared to the crystallographically observed
positions (2).steps in contact with the catabolite activator protein (CAP)
by purine-purine steps smoothes the duplex locally while
preserving the superhelical wrapping of DNA on the surface
of the protein (69). The kinking of pyrimidine-purine steps in
the CAP-DNA complex, however, is of a different type from
the sharp bending of DNA in the nucleosome, i.e., the most
severely distorted dimers in the CAP-DNA complex bend
into the major groove with concomitant undertwisting and
shearing of the opposite sense (via negative Slide).
We constructed an ideal, smoothly deformed scaffold
(Fig. 5 a) that roughly mimics the global folding of nucleo-
somal DNA for further investigation of the threading proper-
ties of known histone-octamer binding sequences. Although
the global configuration of the hypothetical template is similar
to the overall folding of the crystalline nucleosome, the
assumed dinucleotide structure is appreciably different from
the high-resolution model, e.g., fixed 3.4 A˚ per residue
spacing versus observed center-to-center distances of 3.53 
0.50 A˚, displacements directed exclusively along basepair
normalswithout consideration of the periodic changes in Slide
that contribute to the pitch of nucleosomalDNA (40), uniform
bending of ~4.5 per basepair step versus observed net
bending angles of 7.9  4.2, constant dimeric twisting of
~35.6 versus experimental values of 34.8 5.3. The devia-
tion in global structure is especially pronounced near superhe-
lical locations3, corresponding to the shortened radius of the
real superhelical trajectory at the interfaces of the H2A$H2B
dimers and the (H3$H4)2 tetramer (Fig. 5 b).
The relatively low scores associated with threading known
nucleosome-binding sequences on the ideal scaffold (Fig. 6)
stem from the limited deformations of DNA imposed by the
superhelical pathway. The step parameters of the idealized
template, particularly Roll and Slide, are not as far from
the equilibrium rest states as those of the crystal structure,
e.g., values of Slide (q5) are null and Roll (q2) lies between
4.46 in the smooth superhelix but span broad ranges,
15.6 % q2 % 21.6 and 1.06 A˚ % q5 % 2.32 A˚, over
FIGURE 6 Threading scores of known nucleosome-binding sequences
(9,22,24) on the ideal, smooth, 61-bp superhelical template shown in
Fig. 5 awith global features resembling those of the central 80 basepair steps
of the nucleosome core-particle structure but distinctly different modes of
local dimeric deformation (see legends to Figs. 4 and 5 and text). Lower
scores, compared to Fig. 4, reflect the smaller deformations of step parame-
ters from their equilibrium rest states on the idealized template versus the
crystal structure.Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2245–2260
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Roughly two-thirds of the difference in threading scores in
Fig. 4 versusFig. 6 reflect the assumedvalues ofRoll andSlide.
Interestingly, the smooth superhelical template preserves
the low scores of the highest affinity nucleosome-binding
sequences (22) while concomitantly increasing the cost of
threading sequences that are known to be refractory to nucle-
osome formation (24) and bringing the scores of nucleosome-
binding sequences that contain A-tracts (9) more in line with
the values of sequences with regularly phased pyrimidine-
purine steps. The scores of TGGA antiselection sequences
are thus appropriately higher than those of poor binding
(Bad) sequences with no obvious literal features. The smooth
template, however, suppresses the large differences in U0 
hUi that favor particular settings of the synthetic high-affinity
sequences and fragments from themouse genome on the crys-
talline template. In addition, the idealized basepair pathway,
although of lower deformation energy, does not necessarily
preserve the known, potentially stabilizing contacts of the
histone proteins with the sugar-phosphate backbone (1,2)
that may contribute to the observed structural pathway.
Alternate crystalline templates
To date there are two crystallographic examples of nucleo-
somes that incorporate sequences substantially different
from the human a-satellite DNA found in the best-resolved
structures (2): i), a 2.6-A˚ structure with a different 146-bp
human a-satellite repeating sequence (NDB_ID pd0286)
(2); and ii), a 3.2-A˚ structure with a 147-bp sequence contain-
ing a 16-bp poly(dA$dT) element (NDB_ID pd0755) (70).
Although the basepair content in the former structure is nearly
identical to that in the highest resolution (2.0 A˚) nucleosome
structure containing a DNA of the same chain length
(NDB_ID pd0285) (2), i.e., 88 A$T and 58 G$C pairs in
pd0285 versus 86 A$T and 60 G$C pairs in pd0286, the
sequence differs at nearly half the sites (69 of 146 bp). The
shuffling of basepairs, in turn, perturbs the local DNA
structure. Although the DNA exhibits a similar pattern of
conformational deformation in the two structures, the most
pronounced distortions occur at different sequential locations.
In other words, whereas the mean step parameters are very
similar, e.g., average Slide hq5i ¼ 0.17 A˚ (pd0285) vs.
0.20 A˚ (pd0286), the root mean-square differences in step
parameters over all steps are large, e.g., hDq25i1=2¼ 0.87 A˚.
By contrast, the pattern of DNA deformation is relatively
smooth along the 147-bp DNA containing a poly(dA$dT)
element, with fewer highly kinked and sheared basepair steps
compared to the DNA in the best-resolved nucleosome struc-
ture, e.g., average Slide hq5i ¼ 0.19 A˚ (pd0287) vs. 0.07 A˚
(pd0755) and hDq25i1=2¼ 0.85 A˚. The poor resolution of the
nucleosome containing the A-tract, however, precludes
detailed analysis of its DNA folding pattern.
The subtle differences in local basepair structure associ-
ated with the binding of different sequences on the nucleo-Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2245–2260some translate into appreciably different DNA deformation
scores (Table 3). Regardless of the assumed length of the
nucleosomal template, the score is lower if the crystallized
sequence, rather than the shuffled sequence, is threaded on
its natural structural template, i.e., I-I versus II-I and II-II
versus I-II sequence-template combinations in Table 3. The
differences are naturally more pronounced for longer
templates, where conformationally stiff dimers must take
up the highly skewed C-like states adopted by CA$TG and
TA steps in the two crystal structures. The optimum defor-
mation scores coincide with the observed positioning of
DNA in these and in other known nucleosome structures.
The scores are also consistently lower for better-resolved
structures, e.g., 424 vs. 607 for the central 60 basepair steps
of the 146-bp DNA in the 2.0-A˚ (pd0285) vs. 2.6-A˚
(pd0286) structures and 354 vs. 798 for the corresponding
steps of the 147-bp DNA in the 1.94-A˚ (pd0287) vs. 3.2-A˚
(pd0755) structures.
Sequence settings
TG-pentamer
The extent to which the threading scores account for the
measured positioning of selected sequences on the nucleo-
some is reported in Figs. 7 and 8. Fig. 7 a presents the scores
associated with all 20 settings of the so-called TG-pentamer,
a well-known nucleosome binding sequence (8), on the
central 60 basepair steps of the crystalline template
(pd0287). The sequence setting is described in terms of the
nucleotide that is placed on the structural dyad. The nucleo-
somal template accommodates the regularly repeating
sequence in a number of relatively low-cost settings (circles
connected by solid lines). Two of these possible settings,
separated by 10 bp and centered respectively on the TCG
and AGC trimers in the repeating sequence, are preferen-
tially favored if the cost of sharp bending into the minor
groove (via large negative Roll) with concomitant shear
(via the increase of Slide) is artificially lowered for CA$TG
and TA steps, i.e., E ¼ 0 if q2 <0 and q5> 0 A˚ (circles
TABLE 3 Optimum deformation scores of human a-satellite
DNA sequences threaded on different nucleosomal templates
Template length
(basepair steps)
DNA sequence* Structural templatey 60 80 100 120
I I 424 551 678 819
II I 552 812 989 1224
I II 658 978 1206 1513
II II 607 825 1033 1209
*I: human a-satellite sequence incorporated in the best-resolved (2.0 A˚)
nucleosome core-particle structure with 146-bp DNA (NDB_ID pd0285)
(2); II: different human a-satellite sequence of comparable AT-content
incorporated in the 2.6 A˚ structure with 146-bp DNA (NDB_ID pd0286) (2).
yI: nucleosomal DNA template constructed from structural fragments of
variable length centered on the dyad of the 2.0 A˚ nucleosome structure;
II: template containing corresponding fragments from the 2.6 A˚ structure.
Structure-Based Nucleosome Positioning 2255connected by dashed lines in Fig. 7 a). Such an approxima-
tion takes into account the many known C-like states of
extreme Roll and Slide adopted by these steps in other
protein-DNA complexes but not incorporated in the knowl-
edge-based potentials. The computed scores, however, are
not as low as the total deformation score of the DNA
sequence that is crystallized on the nucleosome (horizontal
line in Fig. 7 a computed without special treatment of
CA$TG and TA energies).
Fig. 7 b shows the coincidence of the hydroxyl-radical
cutting patterns of the TG-pentamer (8) with the minor-
groove width of the nucleosomal template when the
sequence is centered on one of the two lowest-scoring sites
(here the TCG trimer). The points of maximum cutting coin-
cide with the local maxima in minor-groove width, and the
points of lowest cutting with the local minima. Only two
settings preserve this pattern, the primary and secondary
FIGURE 7 (a) Predicted deformation score versus positioning site of the
TG-pentamer (8) on the central 61-bp template (60 basepair steps) of the
crystalline nucleosome (2). Scores based on two different potentials: i),
the six-parameter elastic function derived from all dimer steps that are
accepted from protein-DNA complexes (points connected by straight lines);
and ii), the same potential but with no penalty imposed on C-like CA$TG
and TA dimers deformed via large negative Roll and positive Slide (points
connected by dashed lines). The straight solid line is the deformation score
of the human a-satellite DNA sequence in the setting found in the nucleo-
some core-particle structure (2). See text and legend to Fig. 4. (b) Observed
hydroxyl-radical cutting pattern in solution (scatter points) (8) and
computed minor-groove width (open diamonds connected by thin solid
lines) (46,47) of the currently best-resolved nucleosome structure (2)
when the TG-pentamer (8) is centered on the low-scoring TCG trimer site
in a. Sites of maximum cutting denoted by filled-in circles and sites of
minimum cutting by open circles.minima in Fig. 7 a. The occurrences of CA$TG or TA dimers
at sites of sharp local bending into the minor groove (nega-
tive Roll) and large shearing (positive Slide) seemingly
contribute to the observed nucleosomal positioning of the
TG-pentamer.
pGUB
The 183-bp pGUB fragment is one of the strongest nucleo-
some-positioning sequences characterized to date (52,53).
The observed, single-nucleotide resolution mapping of
nucleosomes on this sequence is based on micrococcal
nuclease cutting patterns (52) and chemical modification of
nucleotides in close spatial proximity to reactive agents
placed at specific sites on nearby histone proteins, e.g.,
FIGURE 8 Predicted DNA deformation score versus positioning site of
the pGUB nucleosome-positioning sequence on three-dimensional nucleo-
somal templates of different length and type. Scores reported for all possible
settings of the sequence on templates of 60, 80, 100, 120 basepair steps
centered on the dyad of (a) the best-resolved nucleosome core-particle struc-
ture (2), and (b) the ideal superhelical scaffold depicted in Fig. 5. Threading
energies based on the six-parameter (A þ B þ AB) elastic function derived
from dimer steps of all conformational types in other protein-DNA
complexes and compared with the mean deformation scores of all settings
of the DNA sequence that is crystallized on the nucleosome template (finely
dotted lines).Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2245–2260
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cleavage, by heat and alkali treatment, of DNA photo
adducts formed with reactive groups on cysteines introduced
at specific amino acid sites in histones H2A (R45C), H2B
(S53C), and H4 (S47C) (53). Fig. 8 a reports the DNA defor-
mation scores found upon threading the pGUB sequence on
crystalline nucleosomal templates of increasing length (the
central 60, 80, 100, and 120 basepair steps of the best-
resolved nucleosome structure). The shortest template spans
the DNA in contact with the (H3$H4)2 tetramer, and each
successive template incorporates two of the six highly
skewed basepair steps in contact with the H2A$H2B dimers,
i.e., the so-called ‘‘kink-and-slide’’ steps (40) with large
negative Roll and positive Slide in Fig. 2. Deformation
scores are reported for all possible arrangements of the
sequence on the structural template, with the positioning
site denoted by the number of the basepair on the dyad.
As expected, the threading scores of pGUB are higher in
value and the number of possible settings is reduced on longer
structural scaffolds. The scores on the 121-bp (120 basepair
step) template, however, exceed those reported recently (40)
for the threading of pGUB on the full 147-bp crystallographic
template, the lower values reflecting the softer force field (11)
used in the other calculations. As shown here, the positioning
scores also change character with the increase of template
length. As with the TG-pentamer, the shortest template
accommodates many low-scoring settings, two of which lie
within 1 bp of the experimentally characterized nucleosome
positions (at basepairs 84 and 104). As the template is length-
ened, these settings becomes more important than other sites,
with appreciably lower scores as the template includes more
of the six kink-and-slide steps. The two settings, however,
are less favorable than a setting centered at basepair 117,
a positioning site too close to the end of the pGUB sequence
to allow formation of a complete 147-bp nucleosome.
Although the latter setting better accommodates the kink-
and-slide distortions of DNA induced by H2A$H2B, it
deforms less easily than the two competing settings on the
61-bp (H3$H4)2-contacted template.
The deformation scores of pGUB are not as low as the
optimum scores of the a-satellite DNA sequence that is crys-
tallized on the nucleosome (with threading scores ~70%
those of the pGUB sequence). The latter values are obtained
when the crystallized sequence is in perfect register with the
nucleosomal template, i.e., the central basepair lies on the
structural dyad. As noted previously (40), intrinsically flex-
ible TG or CA dimers take up most of the extreme distortions
of DNA in the crystal structure. The computationally pre-
dicted settings of pGUB contain few such dimers at these
sites, the limited examples contributing to the higher defor-
mation scores. The scores of the preferred pGUB positioning
sites, however, are ~20% lower than the mean deformation
scores of the a-satellite DNA threaded over all possible
settings on the corresponding crystalline templates (finely
dotted lines in Fig. 8).Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2245–2260Threading of pGUB on the smooth superhelical template
fails to account for the two known nucleosome positions.
These settings, which are predicted with 1–2-bp accuracy,
do not stand out from many other low-scoring sites that place
the sequence in an equivalent rotational setting, i.e., with the
same basepairs translated with respect to the dyad but bent in
exactly the same way on the smooth template. Thus, DNA
threading on the ideal structure yields a broad sinusoidal
profile, with a 9–11 bp period and no deep energy valleys
to lock the nucleosome in place (Fig. 8 b). This shortcoming
in the smooth template confirms the importance of the kink-
and-slide steps found in the crystal structure in distinguish-
ing the preferred translational settings of the pGUB sequence
on the nucleosome.
CONCLUSION
How eukaryotic genomes bias the wrapping of DNA into
nucleosomes is of paramount importance to both the pack-
aging and the biological processing of the genetic message.
Given the virtual absence of direct contacts of protein with
the DNA bases in known high-resolution nucleosome struc-
tures, the positioning of nucleosomes on specific sequences
reflects the capability of the double-helical molecule to adopt
the tightly wrapped, superhelical fold dictated by its associ-
ation with the histone proteins. This work lends support to
this idea in showing i), that DNA exhibits the same intrinsic
deformational patterns on the nucleosome as in other high-
resolution protein-DNA complexes; and ii), that the cost of
deformation, based on knowledge-based elastic potentials
that take account of the known sequence-dependent dimeric
distortions of double-helical structure, approximates the
nucleosome-binding properties of a number of experimen-
tally characterized DNA sequences. The cost of deformation
reflects both the deviation of structural parameters at each
basepair step of nucleosome-bound DNA from the intrinsic
(average) values found in other structural contexts and the
sequence-dependent deformability determined by the spread
of the non-nucleosomal reference states. The variables in
these calculations include the dimer steps used to construct
the scoring functions and the three-dimensional structural
templates on which the sequences are threaded. Comparison
of the deformation scores with experiment points to a subtle
interplay of sequence and structure in nucleosomal DNA and
the potential importance of long-range interactions in
accounting for available experimental data. Different
sequences appear to take slightly different paths around the
nucleosome, with dimer steps that resist significant deforma-
tion seemingly smoothing the fold of the bound duplex.
Scoring functions
The updated set of DNA elastic functions confirms many of
the sequence-dependent features extracted in our original
set of knowledge-based potentials (11), e.g., pyrimidine-
purine (YR) dimers stand out as the most easily deformed
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fully selected set of protein-DNA complexes we can rank the
ease of YR deformation, i.e., TA > CA$TG > CG, and
identify the dimers apparently most resistant to conforma-
tional distortion, namely AX steps where X ¼ A, T, C, G
(Fig. 3 a and Table S3). The intrinsic stiffness of the latter
steps, particularly the AA dimers, confirms long-held notions
(71) of themolecular features that impede the reconstitution of
poly dA$poly dT-containing nucleosomes (72–75) and
increase the persistence length of DNA (76). In contrast to
the hinge-like behavior of YR dimers, the AX steps resist
the shearing motions (via Slide and Shift) that accompany
large-scale transitions of B-DNA double-helical structure
(49) and/or contribute to the tight packing of DNA against
protein (2,3). As we have pointed out recently (40), the role
of A-tracts in nucleosome positioning may be to bring the
DNA sequence in register with the histone octamer, allowing
the duplex to kink and dislocate at specific, deformable steps.
These sequence-dependent conformational trends persist
in different sets of knowledge-based potentials with different
types of structural features, e.g., functions based on configu-
rational states characteristic of room-temperature fluctua-
tions of the B-DNA double helix versus functions that
include dimers deformed to other (A, AB, TA) conforma-
tional states (Fig. 1, Tables 1 and 2), and in simplified
(three-parameter) treatments that ignore the variation of
secondary (Tilt, Shift, Rise) parameters (Fig. 3 b). The cost
of elastic deformation naturally reflects the selected refer-
ence states, i.e., force constants and deformation scores are
higher if only B-DNA conformers are considered or if the
contributions of all six basepair step parameters are counted.
The dimeric model implicitly incorporates the effects of
the sugar-phosphate backbone, including the intervening
phosphate groups and immediate chemical environment,
but ignores the influence on conformational freedom of
flanking nucleotides, e.g., tetrameric sequence content, and
longer-range interactions, such as patches of phosphate
neutralization on one face of the double helix (4). There
are now enough high-resolution protein-DNA structures to
provide reliable estimates of the mean dimeric step parame-
ters in all tetrameric contexts (77) but not yet enough data to
estimate the deformability of such fragments. Understanding
the bending of DNA and the changes in groove widths
associated with the neutralization of phosphates requires
representative examples of even longer (pentameric and hex-
americ) structural fragments, e.g., the major- and minor-
groove widths are typically defined by the distances between
phosphorus atoms in different strands separated by 3–4 base-
pairs. The incorporation of such information might improve
the correspondence between computation and observation.
On the other hand, a dimeric representation of DNA is
extremely simple to understand and implement in polymeric
models (78–80). The effects of local sequence-dependent
deformations on global structure and properties are shown
immediately from such treatments.The knowledge-based dimeric potentials, nevertheless,
capture other key sequence-dependent features of DNA. For
example, the lesser bending of AA steps compared to other
dimers in combination with the high positive Roll of CA steps
found in protein-bound DNA complexes (Table S3) accounts
for both the magnitude and direction of curvature found in
phased A-tracts such as the (A6C5A6C4)n repeat (38). The
computed end-to-end distributions of flexible chains subject
to the knowledge-based potentials (45) also match the
cyclization propensities of various short DNAs (81,82).
Furthermore, mixed-sequence homopolymers guided by the
potentials have persistence lengths more closely resembling
those known to characterize polymeric DNA than chains
that are subject to the deformations associated with the
more restrictive B-like data set (11,45). Thus, thewide variety
of configurational states induced by the binding of many
proteins appear, from this perspective, to be necessary to
account for the solution properties of B DNA.
Nucleosomal templates
The rough correspondence of the nucleosome-binding prop-
erties and deformation scores of a number of DNA sequences
suggests that these molecules wrap on the surface of the
nucleosome much like the DNA in the best-resolved core-
particle structure (2) (Fig. 2). That is, high-affinity, synthetic
nucleosome-binding fragments score lower on the crystallo-
graphically observed scaffold than less tightly bound
sequences from the mouse genome (Fig. 4). The high-affinity
sequences contain periodically positioned TA dimers that
deform at relatively low cost on the kinked structural scaf-
folds found in high-resolution structures. The large differ-
ences between the mean and optimized scores of known
binding sequences compared to those of the nonbinding
sequences further indicate that the preferences for associa-
tion may reflect particularly favorable settings of the binding
sequences on the nucleosome scaffold. Moreover, two well-
resolved nucleosome-positioning sequences, the TG-pen-
tamer (8) and the pGUB (52,53) fragment, show favorable
threading scores at the experimentally mapped positions,
particularly if the cost of sharp bending into the minor
groove (via large negative Roll) and concomitant shear
(via the increase of Slide) is lowered for CA$TG and TA
steps (Figs. 7 and 8). Correct prediction of the observed posi-
tioning of nucleosomes on pGUB requires a template with
kink-and-slide steps like those found along the DNA
pathway in high-resolution nucleosome structures.
Several lines of evidence, nevertheless, suggest that certain
DNA sequences may perturb nucleosomal structure. First of
all, the substitution of the TG$CA step found at the sharply
kinked recognition site of the catabolic activator protein by
a GG$CC or AG$TC dimer smoothes the bending of the
bound duplex (69). As noted above and seen in Table S3,
theAG$TC step strongly resists deformation ofB-DNAstruc-
ture in other structural contexts. Second, we see that theBiophysical Journal 96(6) 2245–2260
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the threading scores of A-tract sequences and disfavors
sequences that are refractory to nucleosome binding,
reversing some incorrect predictions made with the kinked
crystalline template (Fig. 6). The smooth template minimizes
the distortions of double-helical structure and takes advantage
of the tendency of A-tracts to preserve B-DNAgeometry. The
idealized pathway (Fig. 5) ignores the contacts of DNA to
protein, which persist in all known nucleosome structures
(including those with modified histones) and which may
contribute to the relatively jagged superhelical pathway
deduced in the low-resolution structure of a nucleosome
core particle containing a poly dA$poly dT sequence element
(70). On the other hand, a smooth pathway does not distin-
guish the sites of well-positioned nucleosomes, e.g., pGUB
(Fig. 8 b). Finally, the energetically costly DNA kinks found
in at least two well-resolved nucleosome structures move
to neighboring nucleosomal positions to accommodate the
shuffling of deformable basepair steps. The threading score
of a crystalline sequence on its natural scaffold is thus
lower than that of a shuffled sequence on the same template
(Table 3). Moreover, the deformational preferences occur
with templates as short as 60 basepair steps, corresponding
to the DNA in contact with the (H3$H4)2 tetramer that is
thought to be critical to nucleosomal positioning (13,41).
The DNA pathways in currently solved nucleosomes are
sensitive to perturbations of protein structure, in that extreme
kink-and-slide steps appear and disappear in complexes
assembled from the same DNA and chemically modified or
mutant histones, but are insensitive to protein, in that the
extreme states occur at the same nucleotide positions (Fei
Xu, Wilma K. Olson, unpublished data).
Different types of DNA folding may occur as nucleosomes
make use of the unique sequences in different genomes. For
example, the dominant repetition of GG$CC dimers in phase
with the double-helical repeat in human nucleosomes (83)
is suggestive of DNA wrapping that takes advantage of the
A-philic character of these basepairs (84), incorporating
a different balance of A- versus C-like deformations along
the folding pathway. Cisplatin, the anti-cancer agent that
covalently locks sequential basepair steps in the A form,
may use such a mechanism in fixing the rotational setting of
DNA on the nucleosome (85). Indeed, our analysis of the
recently reported structure of the nucleosome core particle
treated with the platinum complex (86) shows A-like duplex
unwinding and kink-and-slide steps (with positive Roll and
negative Slide) not found in the absence of ligand (Fig. S2).
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